The Freedom Encounter
All of us travel the journey of life in various and different ways. But no matter who we
are, we all share things in common. We all come from a father and mother, and they
their parents, and so on to generations past; we all have our own experiences of
emotional wounding, often still bearing the scars that never really healed; we all have a
self-perception of who we are for better or worst; and we all travel the length of our days
knowing the reality of good and the reality of evil.
The Freedom Encounter addresses this complex labyrinth of life. It aims to give clarity
and intentionality in living our lives in the freedom of Our Father’s Plan for each of us.
We call it “understanding the anatomy of inner healing”. This manual was birthed over
20 years ago when my wife, Shirley, began a search for the different modalities of inner
healing through reading, attending many training sessions, and she, along with her
husband, Steve, began testing the efficacy of these modalities through countless
individual ministry sessions with people. Along with that came Freedom Encounter
Seminars which began as a teaching in our home church, Jubilee, Camarillo, CA but
eventually spread to Peru, China, Hong Kong, and Thailand. Because of these
international Seminars the Manual has been translated into Spanish, Chinese, Thai, and
Nepali. In addition, a Team of dedicated individuals have been trained in the ministry to
conduct ministry to others in need of inner healing.
We are grateful for and acknowledge the many individuals and ministries who pioneered
inner healing before us: John and Paula Sandford, Ellel Ministries, Dr. Henry Wright (A
More Excellent Way), Dr. Ed Smith (Theophostics), Chester and Betsy Kylstra
(Restoring the Foundations Ministry), Jack Frost (Shiloh Place Ministry), Dr. Paul Cox
(Aslan’s Place), Dennis and Dr. Jennifer Clark (Full Stature Ministries).
We give special thanks to Pastor Steve Dittmar, Jubilee Church, Camarillo who since
2000 has blessed and encouraged us in developing Restoration Ministries; and for
Pastors Guillermo and Graciela Romero who prayed and whole heartedly supported us
in the early years, and paved the way and accompanied us in 2004 to take the Freedom
Encounter to churches in Peru.
Above all, we thank Our Father God who has graciously covered us and kept us
throughout the years of restoring lives of His Precious People.
Our desire is to share the insights and truths of inner healing. To that end, we dedicate
this work to all who have been called by Our Father God to heal the broken hearted and
to set the captives free!
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